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HARMONIC UNIVALENT FUNCTIONS INVOLVING
FOX - WRIGHT
SAIBAH SIREGAR, NORHEZAN UMAR AND TN. AZMAR TN.DAUD
Abstract. In this paper we introduce the new subclass of analytic and harmonic univalent func-
tions involving Fox-Wright functions.The coefficient bounds and Growth Theorem as well as Dis-
tortion Theorem results for these functions are obtained.
1. INTRODUCTION
A continuous function f (u,v) = u+ iv is a complex-valued harmonic function
in a simply connected complex domain C if both u and v are real harmonic in
C. Let H denote the family of function f = h+g which are harmonic and sense
-preserving in the open unit diskU =
{










The function h is called the analytic part and g is called the co-analytic part
of the harmonic function f = h+g. The class H reduces to the class of normalized
univalent analytic functions, if the co-analytic part of f is zero. A necessary and
sufficient condition for f in H to be locally univalent and sense-preserving in U
is that
∣∣h′(z)∣∣ > ∣∣∣g′(z)∣∣∣ in U . Let TH be the class of functions in H that may be
expressed as f = h+g where
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bkzk ,ak ≥ 0,bk ≥ 0 (2)
Let SH(α) and KH(α) be the subclasses ofH consisting of univalent harmonic
functions starlike of order and convex of order α , respectively, where 0≤ α < 1
and |z|= r < 1, if
∂
∂θ











≥ α, |z|= r < 1, (4)
Also let TSH(α) and TKH(α) be the respective subclasses of SH(α) and KH(α)
consisting of functions of the form (2).
Harmonic functions are indeed famous for their use in the study of minimal sur-
faces and play an important role in a variety of problems in applied mathematics.
Harmonic functions have been studied by different geometers such as Kneser [8].
In 1984, Clunie and Sheil-Small [2] began a study of complex-valued, harmonic
mappings defined on a domainU ⊂ C.
The coefficients bounds for the classes SH(α), KH(α), TSH(α), TKH(α) a are stud-
ied in details by Silverman [11], Jahangiri [4], Jahangiri & Silverman [5], Silverman
& Silvia [12],Jakubowski et al [6], Janteng et. al [7], Yalcin, [13], [14], [15] and
Siregar et.al [10].
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
In this paper, we considered the function as follows
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In this section, the classes SH(Ω,Θ,γ) and TH(Ω,Θ,γ) , of functions which
are harmonic univalent in U will be introduced. Some properties for functions f
belonging to these classes which include the coefficient estimates, growth results
and distortion theorem will be given.










> 1−|γ| , (z= reiθ ,z ∈U) (8)
where, Iαm,k f (x) in (1.5), 0< |γ| ≤ 1 and Iαm,k f (z) = I(h)+ I(g(z))
3. COEFFICIENT BOUNDS







































f is harmonic univalent sense preserving in U and f ∈ SH(Ω,Θ,γ).
Proof. Let f = h+g where ,h(z) = z−∑∞k=2|ak|zk and g(z) =∑∞k=1|bk|zk , |b1|< 1.
For |z1| ≤|z2|< 1, it sufficient to show that,
∣∣ f (z1)− f (z2)∣∣> 0. So,∣∣ f (z1)− f (z2)∣∣ = ∣∣h(z1)+g(z1)−h(z2)+g(z2)∣∣ ,
=
∣∣h(z1)−h(z2)−g(z1)−g(z2)∣∣
By using triangle inequality for the above function is,∣∣ f (z1)− f (z2)∣∣≥ ∣∣h(z1)−g(h2)∣∣−∣∣g(z1)−g(z2)∣∣ (10)
Substitute the function h and g from (2) respectively, into equation (10) become
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using the properties of sigma, from equation (11), we obtain
















From the equation in (5), will be finding
∣∣ f (z1)− f (z2)∣∣







































equation (6) and (7) respectively.∣∣ f (z1)− f (z2)∣∣≥|z1− z2|(1−|b1|−|z2||γ|−|b1|)> 0
Consequently, f is univalent inU . To prove that f is sense preserving inU . This is
































∣∣h′(z)∣∣≥ ∣∣g′(z)∣∣. Therefore f is sense preserving inU .
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Next Iλm,k(α1,β1) f (z) in equation (5),
Iλm,k(α1,β1) f (z) = I
λ
m,k(α1,β1)h(z)+ Iλm,k(α1,β1)g(z)
So, the Iλm,k(α1,β1)h(z) and I
λ
m,k(α1,β1)g(z), become
Now f ∈ SH(Ω,Θ,γ). Usung the fact that Re{w}> 1−|γ| if and only if
∣∣|γ|+w∣∣≥∣∣2−|γ|−w∣∣, it suffieces to show that∣∣|γ|+w∣∣≥ ∣∣2−|γ|−w∣∣ ,
⇔
∣∣∣γ+(Iλm,kh(z))− (Iλm,kg(z))∣∣∣−∣∣∣2− γ− (Iλm,kh(z))+(Iλm,kg(z))∣∣∣
=









































































































|yn|= 1, it shows that the coeddicient bound given by (9)
















The restriction placed in Theorem 1 on the moduli of the coefficients of f = h+g
enables us to conclude for arbitrary rotation of the coefficients of f that the resulting
functions would still be harmonic univalent and f ∈ SH(Ω,Θ,γ).
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Next the condition (10) is also necessary for functions f to be in TH(Ω,Θ,γ).
Theorem 2. Let f = h+g with h and g given by (2). Then f ∈ TH(Ω,Θ,γ) if and
only if the inequality (9) holds for the coefficients of f = h+g.





































k ]|bk|> 1−|γ|, which is precisely the assertion (9). Conversely, suppose






































provided that the inequality (9) is satisfied.
4. GROWTH BOUNDS AND DISTORTION THEOREM
In this subsection, growth bounds for functions in TH(Ω,Θ,γ)will be obtained
and extreme points for this class will be given.
Theorem 3. If f ∈ TH (Ω,Θ,γ) for 0< |γ| ≤ 1,N0,λ ≤ 0 and |z|= r > 1, then∣∣ f (z)∣∣≤ (1+|b1|)r+ |γ|−|b1|2[Ωmk Θmk ]r2
and ∣∣ f (z)∣∣≥ (1−|b1|)r− |γ|−|b1|2[Ωmk Θmk ]r2
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By equation (9), we obtain
∣∣ f (z)∣∣≥ (1+|b1|)r− |γ|−|b1|2[Ωmk Θmk ]r2 (14)
The left hand side,


















And also, by equation (9), we find
∣∣ f (z)∣∣≤ (1+|b1|)r+ |γ|−|b1|2[Ωmk Θmk ]r2 (15)
The proof is complete.
Distortion for function in TH(Ω,Θ,γ) will be obtained by Theorem 4.
Theorem 4. If f ∈ TH(Ω,Θ,γ) for 0< |γ| ≤ 1, m ∈ N0, λ ≥ 0 and |z|= r > 1∣∣ f ′(z)∣∣≤ (1+|b1|)+ |γ|−|b1|Ωm2Θm2 r,
and ∣∣ f ′(z)∣∣≥ (1−|b1|)−|γ|−|b1|Ωm2Θm2 r.
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To obtained distortion theorem, it can be differentiate the equation in (14) and
(15), then ∣∣ f ′(z)∣∣≤ (1+|b1|)+ |γ|−|b1|Ωm2Θm2 r,
and ∣∣ f ′(z)∣∣≥ (1−|b1|)−|γ|−|b1|Ωm2Θm2 r.
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